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INTERIM ORDER
PROVIDING INFORMATION TO PRO SE PROTESTANTS
NOTE: Please read this document in its entirety as it provides important
information about this case.

On February 26, 2021, PECO Energy Company (PECO) filed a Petition for a
Finding of Necessity Pursuant to 53 P.S. § 10619 that the Situation of Two Buildings Associated
with a Gas Reliability Station in Marple Township, Delaware County Is Reasonably Necessary for
the Convenience and Welfare of the Public (Petition). In the Petition, PECO requests that the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission), pursuant to 52 Pa.Code § 5.41 and
Section 619 of the Municipalities Planning Code (MPC), 53 P.S. § 10619, make a finding that:
(1) the situation of two buildings (Buildings) for a proposed gas reliability station (Gas
Reliability Station) is reasonably necessary for the convenience and welfare of the public and,
therefore, exempt from any zoning, subdivision, and land development restriction of the Marple
Township Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance and the Marple Township Zoning
Code pursuant to MPC § 619, and (2) a proposed security fence appurtenant to the Gas
Reliability Station is a “facility” under 66 Pa.C.S. § 102 and is therefore exempt from local
zoning requirements.

Pursuant to 52 Pa.Code § 5.14(d)(9), applications to secure exemption under
Section 619 of the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code (53 P.S. § 10619) must be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and are subject to a 15-day protest period.

On March 10, 2021, the Commission issued a Telephonic Prehearing Conference
Notice scheduling a prehearing conference for 10:00 a.m. on April 21, 2021.

On March 27, 2021, notice of the Petition and the prehearing conference was
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The published notice further advised that the protest
deadline was April 12, 2021.1 PECO also published notice of the Petition and the protest
deadline in the Daily Times and Sunday Times as well as the Daily and Sunday Times Digital on
March 26, 2021.2

On March 11, 2021, Marple Township, Delaware County (Marple Township) filed a
Petition to Intervene in the proceeding. A ruling on this Petition to Intervene is still outstanding.
On March 18, 2021, PECO filed an Answer to Marple Township’s Petition to
Intervene, advising it does not oppose it.
On April 1, 2021, the undersigned’s legal assistant received an email containing
comments regarding the above-captioned matter. By Interim Order dated April 2, 2021, the
comments were attached to the record.

On April 5, 2021, a Prehearing Conference Order was issued.

On April 12, 2021, Marple Township filed an Answer, New Matter, and Formal
Protest to the Petition.

1
Fifteen days from March 27, 2021, is April 11, 2021, a Sunday. Therefore, the protest deadline
was set for the next business day, Monday, April 12, 2021.
2

PECO filed proof of publication on April 8, 2021.

2

On April 12, 2021, the County of Delaware, Pennsylvania (Delaware County) filed a
Petition to Intervene. A ruling on this Petition to Intervene is still outstanding.

A number of protests were filed by pro se protestants. A list of the individuals who
have filed a Protest with the Secretary’s Bureau is attached to this Order as Attachment A. Two
individuals filed a Petition to Intervene in addition to their Protest, Theodore Uhlman and Julie
Baker. A ruling on these Petitions to Intervene is still outstanding.

In addition to the individuals listed in Attachment A (individuals who are shown in
the Commission’s online docket system to have filed Protests with the Commission’s Secretary),
there are other individuals who emailed documents to the undersigned on or about April 12, 2021,
but as of the issuance of this Order, are not shown in the online docket system to have made filings
with the Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau. Please note: Only individuals who have filed
Protests with the Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau and are listed in Attachment A are
considered to be Protestants in this matter at this time.
If you have filed a pro se Protest with the Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau in this
matter, you may:

a.

Choose not to attend the Prehearing Conference. You are not

required to attend the prehearing conference on April 21, 2021 or any public input hearings or
evidentiary hearings3, if these proceedings are held. If you do not attend the prehearing conference,
your name will be removed from the full service list (meaning you will not receive any pleadings,
filings, discovery requests, or written testimony), and you will be placed on the limited service list
(meaning you will receive copies of interim orders, hearing notices, the Administrative Law Judge’s
Recommended Decision, and the Commission’s Final Order). If you choose not to attend the
prehearing conference, you may still attend and testify at a public input hearing, if one is scheduled,
as explained below. Additionally, if you testify at a public input hearing you may still attend the
evidentiary hearing, if one is held, but you will attend in an observational capacity only and you

3

Just like the prehearing conference, any evidentiary hearing or public input hearing held in this
matter will be held via telephone conference bridge.

3

may not provide testimony or evidence at the evidentiary hearing. Regardless of whether you
choose not to attend the prehearing conference, your Petition will remain on the record, but it is not
considered evidence.

b.

Choose to attend the Prehearing Conference. The purpose of the

prehearing conference is to get the parties together to discuss procedural matters such as the setting
of a litigation schedule (i.e., deadlines for the service of discovery, written testimony, evidentiary
hearing dates, deadlines for the filing of briefs, etc.), the modification of discovery rules (if
appropriate), and the appropriateness and scheduling of public input hearings. Additionally, the
Administrative Law Judge may rule on any outstanding petitions to intervene and address other
procedural matters the parties may raise. The purpose of the prehearing conference is not to
discuss whether the Petition for a finding of Necessity Pursuant to 53 P.S. § 10619 should or
should not be granted. There will be no opportunity for anyone to provide testimony, and no
evidence will be considered or admitted. If you attend the prehearing conference, you will be given
an opportunity to ask questions of the Administrative Law Judge, but she can only answer
procedural questions and cannot provide legal advice. Additionally, you may be asked whether you
wish to become a party of record (described below) or whether you wish to be placed on the limited
service list.

c.

Attend a public input hearing if one is scheduled. Regardless of

whether you choose to attend the prehearing conference, you may attend a public input hearing if
one is scheduled in this matter. Public input hearings are held for the purpose of giving citizens an
opportunity to express appropriate concerns regarding the Company’s proposal. Any individual, not
just individuals who have filed Protests, may attend a public input hearing. Any individual, not just
individuals who have filed Protests, may testify at a public input hearing. An individual who
chooses to attend a public input hearing is not required to testify. In order to testify at a public input
hearing, all an individual has to do is pre-register. If you testify at a public input hearing, and do so
under oath, your testimony, subject to objection and cross-examination by a party, will be
considered evidence and will be considered by the Administrative Law Judge in the preparation of
the Recommended Decision. Notice of the public input hearing, if one is scheduled, will be
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published in your local newspaper at least two weeks before it is held and will include instructions
on how to pre-register.

d.

Become a party of record. As a party of record, you will be served

with all of the pleadings, filings, discovery requests, written testimony and orders and decisions
served and issued in this proceeding. These documents will be voluminous. Your rights as a party
of record include the ability to present your own testimony and admissible evidence and to crossexamine other witnesses at an evidentiary hearing, and to file exceptions to the Administrative Law
Judge’s Recommended Decision. Your duties as a party of record are that you must answer all
discovery requests served upon you in accordance with the Commission’s rules. If you file any
documents, you must serve a copy upon the Administrative Law Judge and each party appearing on
the service list, as modified after the Prehearing Conference. If you intend to present evidence at the
formal evidentiary hearing, you will be required to submit your testimony (and any associated
exhibits) in writing in advance, in accordance with the schedule to be set at the Prehearing
Conference, and to provide a copy of your written testimony to each party on the service list. You
will be expected to participate in accordance with the rules of Commission practice appearing in
Title 52 of the Pennsylvania Code Chapters 1, 3, and 5 and follow the Commission’s rules of
evidence. The Pennsylvania Code is available on-line at http://www.pacodeandbulletin.gov/. If
you become a party of record, you must register for e-service through the Commission’s website.

e.

Represent yourself in an individual capacity. An individual may

represent him- or herself in an individual capacity or as a sole proprietor. If you intend to represent
some other entity, such as a corporation, partnership, municipality, church, non-profit, etc., the
Commission’s rules at 52 Pa.Code §§ 1.21 & 1.22 require that you be represented by an attorney. A
non-attorney cannot represent any entity or individual other than him- or herself.

If you have filed a pro se Protest in this matter and do not intend to participate in the
proceeding as a party of record, you are not required to file or serve a Prehearing Memorandum in
this matter.

5

The Administrative Law Judge received emailed documents on or about April 12,
2021, from individuals who are not listed in Attachment A. Copies of these emails are attached to
this Order as Attachment B, so as to cure any ex parte communication issue. If you emailed the
Administrative Law Judge documents, and your name does not appear in Attachment A, there is no
record of you filing a Protest with the Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau and you are not considered
a Protestant at this time. The only way to become a Protestant in this matter is to timely e-file a
Protest with the Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau. Individuals who emailed the Administrative
Law Judge documents, but did not successfully file a Protest with the Commission’s Secretary’s
Bureau, will receive a curtesy copy of this Order, but future Orders will be sent only to parties and
Protestants.

If you email the Administrative Law Judge any documents or correspondence,
you must simultaneously copy all individuals listed in the party’s list attached to this Order.
Finally, motions or other requests for relief must be filed with the Commission’s
Secretary’s Bureau and then served upon the Administrative Law Judge and all individuals listed
in the party’s list attached to this Order. If a motion or other request for relief is not filed with the
Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau, but is nevertheless emailed to the Administrative Law Judge, it
will be disregarded.4

Date: April 14, 2021

/s/
Emily I. DeVoe
Administrative Law Judge

4
On April 12, 2021, the Administrative Law Judge received an emailed document from
Mr. Uhlman entitled “Petition for Reconsideration from Staff Action.” It does not appear in the Commission’s
online docket system, however, it contains a certificate of service indicating it has been served upon PECO and the
other parties. In an abundance of caution and to cure any ex parte issue, this correspondence is attached to this
Order as Attachment C. This correspondence will be disregarded by the Administrative Law Judge unless and until
it is properly filed with the Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau.
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ATTACHMENT A
Last Name
Adaman
Amoroso
Atkinson
Avedisian
Baker
Barrabee
Blake
Blum
Callaghan
Carnaroli
Colagreco
Coleman
Collins
Cross
Cross
Darby
DiCampli
DiDomenico
DiMarco
D'Orazio
Fat
Favazza
Favazza, Jr.
Felfelis
Felfelis
Fender
Gillan
Giovanetti
Goldhorn
Heagerty
Henderson
Howarth
Jordan
Kailath
Karamitopoulos
Kuchan
Lenahan
Mancini-Strong
Marziano, Jr.
Masciantonio
McGeehan
Okur

First Name
Jill
Sabina
Amanda
Tom
Julie
Matthew
Amy
Norma
John
Felicia
Joseph
Stephen
Linda
Holly
John
Marion
Teresa
Casaundra
Steve
Bob
Gregory
Carolina
Salvatore
Kyriaki
Christos
Ronald
Henry and Linda
Richard
Eileen
David
Maria
Nicole
Robert
Ashok
Mary
Sarah
William
Marilia
Anthony
Anna
Marissa
Nilgun

Pagliara
Pagliara
Pickering
Plotnick
Redding
Redding
Rich
Robbins
Scace
Spector
Strong
Svenson
Trader
Uhlman
Wegener
Welsh
Welsh
Wendel
Willig
Yiantsos
Zemaitis

Jessica
Michael
Kevin
Alyssa
Lynne
Andrew
Maria
Luisa
Lucinda
Karen
Jeffrey
Petra
Alessia
Theodore
William
Tracey
Steven
Bridgett
Anna
Kosmas
Natalie
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Attachment to Donahue email (7 pages):
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Attachment to Yvonne Arch email (1 page):

OPPOSITION TO PROPOSED PECO FACILITY. DOCKET # 2021-3024328
I, Yvonne Arch resident at 9 Honeysuckle Lane, Broomall, Pa., 19008 hereby notify all
interested parties of my vehemently strong opposition to the proposed PECO facility in Marple
Township, the subject of the above Docket number.
I oppose this proposal on eminently well documented health and safety grounds. Please refer to
marplesafe.com for a short video presentation.
I oppose it based on there being several more appropriate nearby locations for the facility one
such being the Industrial Park.
I oppose it based on the fact that our Marple Township Zoning Board unanimously rejected the
case made by PECO for the location of the facility.
I oppose it along with the majority of my community. Our voices are raised and should be heard.
That is the essence of a democracy. In this case not only is it about all being heard but about
the rights of the individual (community) vis a vis the power and influence of corporate America
and big business.
I oppose this based on the fact that it serves a commercial and utilitarian purpose in the middle
of a well established and settled residential area full of families, churches and schools.
I thank you for your time in this most important matter.
Yvonne Arch.
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ATTACHMENT B
Attachment to Herwig Email MARPLE.docx (4 pages):
April 12th 2021
Dear Secretary Chiavetta:
I am writing this letter to support the Marple Townships zoning board’s decision to deny
the special exception in regards to the location of the proposed PECO Gas Expansion
Plant/Reliability Station at the corner of Sproul and Cedar Grove Roads.
Some of my reasons are as follows:
1. My community and I were not properly notified of the plan to build this expansion
plant. I only accidentally found out when reading a neighbor’s comment on social
media in October 2020. It appears, only a few people living within 150 feet were
notified. A few zoom meetings were held, where PECO selected who would
attend each meeting. During these meetings PECO refused to answer detailed
questions (i.e. what type/model of heaters would be used, what type of
contaminants would they spew, what is the noise decibel output for these six
heaters combined, etc.) and did not allow enough public input, limiting people to
three minutes (which included the question and answer) and often muting people
mid-sentence. Their claim to “extensive written communications with numerous
local residents” is just not true.
2. During one meeting, PECO admitted that this is the "first of its kind” facility in the
PECO network and they have no experience constructing or operating such a
facility. I am very concerned that something that may not have been properly
tested in such a location could be catastrophic in terms of lives lost and property
damaged.
3. This lot is in close proximity to numerous residential homes, Russell Elementary
School, a busy fast-food restaurant (Freddy’s), and a strip of small local business
including a Wawa. It also sits at a busy intersection which is prone to vehicular
accidents. The speed limit is 40 mph, but is often exceeded.
4. PECOs argument that a collision of a truck with the natural gas expansion plant
cannot result in an explosion and/or fire is misleading. The Operations
spokesman for PECO said (in a public forum via Zoom) that if a truck collided
with the facility it would only result in a gas leak, not an explosion, because the
natural gas in conveyed in an oxygen deficient engineered environment and
therefore cannot explode. That’s true if and only if the gas remains in the
controlled conditions of the engineered facility. Once the system was breached
by a collision, operating accident or other event, the natural gas would mix with
the oxygen in the atmosphere and potentially then be explosive. PECO cannot
legitimately argue that explosion or fire at such a facility is not possible.
5. Another PECO spokesman (their attorney I believe) conflated the meaning of the
word “gas” when he commented that this location was once a “gas station” and
will now just be a “gas reliability station” as if gasoline and natural gas were the
same thing. This is profoundly misleading. Gasoline and natural gas share the
fact that they are both derived from crude oil/fossil fuel deposits, but their
physical and chemical properties and handling risks rapidly diverge from there
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6.

7.

8.

9.

through processing, distribution and end use. Liquid gasoline is not natural gas,
and to suggest by the misuse of the word “gas” is disingenuous and misleading
to the public.
PECO argues that they must locate this facility in close proximity to the existing
gas main running along Sproul Road. They claim it must be within a ½ mile
radius of Lawrence and Sproul Rds. But this was before they even began
replacing pipe all along Sproul Rd for miles many months ago. This appears to
be purely a financial consideration lacking any safety consideration. I see on the
docket they claim to have looked at ten other locations, however on the recorded
video they claim to have only looked at a few which were all too far away.
Alternatively, it would be more advantageous from a public safety perspective to
locate this proposed natural gas facility in the Lawrence Park Industrial Center
rather than the currently proposed location. At least the Industrial Park is already
“industrial".
PECO argues this is part of a ten-year plan for future gas needs. Why should
future potential residents and businesses be more important than currently
existing residents and businesses? How do we know that gas usage will actually
go up when Pennsylvania’s goal is to develop more clean energy and move
away from fossil fuels?
It is apparent to me that the proposed PECO Natural Gas Expansion Plant
location at Sproul and Cedar Grove Roads was made with disproportionate
weight given to PECO’s convenience and project costs considerations, not public
safety. The site selection process should have first defined areas that meet
defined and accepted public safety criteria and then within that geographic “safe”
envelope, project cost, schedule and PECO convenience factors could optimize
the final location. PECO seems to have overlooked, or at least undervalued,
public safety considerations in selecting the proposed site. This facility should
not be constructed where currently proposed.

Thank you,
Kurt Herwig
Kurt Herwig
2084 Sproul Rd
Kurt.Herwig@gmail.com
610-883-6857

ATTACHMENT B
VERIFICATION

I swear that the facts I am presenting in this Protest are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, information, and belief. I understand that the statements I am making in this Protest
are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. § Section 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities).

April 10, 2021
Date: ____________________

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/
Kurt Herwig
Print Name: ___________________________________

Address: 2084
19008_________________________________

Sproul

Rd

Broomall,

PA

___________________________________
Email: Kurt.herwig@gmail.com ___________________________________

Phone:___6108836857________________________________

ATTACHMENT B
BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Petition of PECO Energy Company for a Finding
Of Necessity Pursuant to 53 P.S §10619 that
the Situation of Two Buildings Associated with
a Gas Reliability Station in Marple Township,
Delaware County Is Reasonably Necessary for
the Convenience and Welfare of the Public

:
:

Docket No. P-2021-3024328

:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have this day served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Protest upon
the parties listed below, in accordance with the requirements of 52 PA Code § 1.54 (relating to
service by a participant) in the manner listed below upon the parties listed below:
Emily I. DeVoe
Administrative Law Judge
Public Utility Commission
400 North Street
Keystone Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

CHRISTOPHER A LEWIS ESQUIRE
FRANK L TAMULONIS ESQUIRE
STEPHEN C ZUMBRUN ESQUIRE
BLANK ROME LLP
ONE LOGAN SQUARE
130 NORTH 18TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA PA 19103
215-569-5793
lewis@blankrome.com
ftamulonis@blankrome.com
szumbrun@blankrome.com
Accepts eService

JACK R GARFINKLE ESQUIRE
PECO ENERGY COMPANY
2301 MARKET STREET
PO BOX 8699
PHILADELPHIA PA 19101-8699
215.841.6863
jack.garfinkle@exeloncorp
Accepts eService
KAITLYN T SEARLS ESQUIRE
J. ADAM MATLAWSKI ESQUIRE
MCNICHOL, BYRBE & MATLAWSKI,
P.C.
1223 N PROVIDENCE ROAD
MEDIA PA 19063
ksearls@mbmlawoffice.com
amatlawski@mbmlawoffice.com
Accepts eService

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/
Date: ____________________

Print Name: ___________________________________
Address: ___________________________________
___________________________________
Email: ___________________________________

ATTACHMENT B
Attachment to Herwig email MARPLE2.docx (3 pages):

VERIFICATION

I swear that the facts I am presenting in this Protest are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, information, and belief. I understand that the statements I am making in this Protest
are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. § Section 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities).

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/
April 10, 2021

Date
Name ____Kurt
Herwig_________________________________
Address _______2084
19008_________________________________

Sproul

Rd

Broomall,

________________________________________
Email
___kurt.herwig@gmail.com_____________________________________
Phone _____________________610-8836857___________________

PA
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BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Petition of PECO Energy Company for a Finding
Of Necessity Pursuant to 53 P.S §10619 that
the Situation of Two Buildings Associated with
a Gas Reliability Station in Marple Township,
Delaware County Is Reasonably Necessary for
the Convenience and Welfare of the Public

:
:

Docket No. P-2021-3024328

:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have this day served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Protest upon
the parties listed below, in accordance with the requirements of 52 PA Code § 1.54 (relating to
service by a participant) in the manner listed below upon the parties listed below:
Emily I. DeVoe
Administrative Law Judge
Public Utility Commission
400 North Street
Keystone Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

CHRISTOPHER A LEWIS ESQUIRE
FRANK L TAMULONIS ESQUIRE
STEPHEN C ZUMBRUN ESQUIRE
BLANK ROME LLP
ONE LOGAN SQUARE
130 NORTH 18TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA PA 19103
215-569-5793
lewis@blankrome.com
ftamulonis@blankrome.com
szumbrun@blankrome.com
Accepts eService
April 10, 2021

JACK R GARFINKLE ESQUIRE
PECO ENERGY COMPANY
2301 MARKET STREET
PO BOX 8699
PHILADELPHIA PA 19101-8699
215.841.6863
jack.garfinkle@exeloncorp
Accepts eService
KAITLYN T SEARLS ESQUIRE
J. ADAM MATLAWSKI ESQUIRE
MCNICHOL, BYRBE & MATLAWSKI,
P.C.
1223 N PROVIDENCE ROAD
MEDIA PA 19063
ksearls@mbmlawoffice.com
amatlawski@mbmlawoffice.com
Accepts eService

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/

Date
Kurt Herwig

Name
________________________________________
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Address ______2084
19008__________________________________

Sproul

________________________________________
Email
________kurt.herwig@gmail.com________________________________
Phone____________________610-883-6857____________________

Rd

Broomall,

PA
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Attachment to Donofrio email (2 pages):
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ATTACHMENT B
Attachment to Turner email (4 pages):5

April 12, 2021
Dear Secretary Chiavetta:
I am writing this letter to support the Marple Townships zoning board’s decision to deny
the special exception in regards to the location of the proposed PECO Gas Expansion
Plant/Reliability Station at the corner of Sproul and Cedar Grove Roads.
Some of my reasons are as follows:
1. My community and I were not properly notified of the plan to build this expansion
plant. I only accidentally found out when noticing a neighbor’s sign on a van
outside of his home in approximately November 2020. It appears, only a few
people living within 150 feet were notified. A few zoom meetings were held,
where PECO selected who would attend each meeting. During these meetings
PECO refused to answer detailed questions (i.e. what type/model of heaters
would be used, what type of contaminants would they spew, what is the noise
decibel output for these six heaters combined, etc.) and did not allow enough
public input, limiting people to three minutes (which included the question and
answer) and often muting people mid-sentence. Their claim to “extensive written
communications with numerous local residents” is just not true.
2. During one meeting, PECO admitted that this is the "first of its kind” facility in the
PECO network and they have no experience constructing or operating such a
facility. I am very concerned that something that may not have been properly
tested in such a location could be catastrophic in terms of lives lost and property
damaged.
3. This lot is in close proximity to numerous residential homes, Russell Elementary
School, a busy fast-food restaurant (Freddy’s), and a strip of small local business
including a Wawa. It also sits at a busy intersection which is prone to vehicular
accidents. The speed limit is 40 mph, but is often exceeded.
4. PECOs argument that a collision of a truck with the natural gas expansion plant
cannot result in an explosion and/or fire is misleading. The Operations
spokesman for PECO said (in a public forum via Zoom) that if a truck collided
with the facility it would only result in a gas leak, not an explosion, because the
natural gas in conveyed in an oxygen deficient engineered environment and
therefore cannot explode. That’s true if and only if the gas remains in the
controlled conditions of the engineered facility. Once the system was breached
by a collision, operating accident or other event, the natural gas would mix with
the oxygen in the atmosphere and potentially then be explosive. PECO cannot
legitimately argue that explosion or fire at such a facility is not possible.
5. Another PECO spokesman (their attorney I believe) conflated the meaning of the
word “gas” when he commented that this location was once a “gas station” and
will now just be a “gas reliability station” as if gasoline and natural gas were the
same thing. This is profoundly misleading. Gasoline and natural gas share the
5

Originally, the attachment was 4 pages, but due to formatting in this Attachment, it takes 5 pages.
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fact that they are both derived from crude oil/fossil fuel deposits, but their
physical and chemical properties and handling risks rapidly diverge from there
through processing, distribution and end use. Liquid gasoline is not natural gas,
and to suggest by the misuse of the word “gas” is disingenuous and misleading
to the public.
PECO argues that they must locate this facility in close proximity to the existing
gas main running along Sproul Road. They claim it must be within a ½ mile
radius of Lawrence and Sproul Rds. But this was before they even began
replacing pipe all along Sproul Rd for miles many months ago. This appears to
be purely a financial consideration lacking any safety consideration. I see on the
docket they claim to have looked at ten other locations, however on the recorded
video they claim to have only looked at a few which were all too far away.
Alternatively, it would be more advantageous from a public safety perspective to
locate this proposed natural gas facility in the Lawrence Park Industrial Center
rather than the currently proposed location. At least the Industrial Park is already
“industrial".
PECO argues this is part of a ten-year plan for future gas needs. Why should
future potential residents and businesses be more important than currently
existing residents and businesses? How do we know that gas usage will actually
go up when Pennsylvania’s goal is to develop more clean energy and move
away from fossil fuels?
It is apparent to me that the proposed PECO Natural Gas Expansion Plant
location at Sproul and Cedar Grove Roads was made with disproportionate
weight given to PECO’s convenience and project costs considerations, not public
safety. The site selection process should have first defined areas that meet
defined and accepted public safety criteria and then within that geographic “safe”
envelope, project cost, schedule and PECO convenience factors could optimize
the final location. PECO seems to have overlooked, or at least undervalued,
public safety considerations in selecting the proposed site. This facility should
not be constructed where currently proposed.

Thank you,
Caitlin Turner
Caitlin Turner
1 Allison Drive
Broomall, PA 19008
cturner0516@gmail.com
267-980-0445

ATTACHMENT B
VERIFICATION

I swear that the facts I am presenting in this Protest are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, information, and belief. I understand that the statements I am making in this Protest
are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. § Section 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities).

Respectfully Submitted,
Caitlin Turner
Date: 04/12/2021_
Print Name: Caitlin
Turner___________________________________
Address: 1 Allison Drive, Broomall, PA 19008
___________________________________
Email: cturner0516@gmail.com_______
Phone: 267-9800445________________________________

ATTACHMENT B
BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Petition of PECO Energy Company for a Finding
Of Necessity Pursuant to 53 P.S §10619 that
the Situation of Two Buildings Associated with
a Gas Reliability Station in Marple Township,
Delaware County Is Reasonably Necessary for
the Convenience and Welfare of the Public

:
:

Docket No. P-2021-3024328

:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have this day served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Protest upon
the parties listed below, in accordance with the requirements of 52 PA Code § 1.54 (relating to
service by a participant) in the manner listed below upon the parties listed below:
Emily I. DeVoe

JACK R GARFINKLE ESQUIRE

Administrative Law Judge

PECO ENERGY COMPANY

Public Utility Commission
400 North Street
Keystone Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

2301 MARKET STREET
PO BOX 8699
PHILADELPHIA PA 19101-8699
215.841.6863
jack.garfinkle@exeloncorp
Accepts eService

CHRISTOPHER A LEWIS ESQUIRE

KAITLYN T SEARLS ESQUIRE

FRANK L TAMULONIS ESQUIRE
STEPHEN C ZUMBRUN ESQUIRE

J. ADAM MATLAWSKI ESQUIRE
MCNICHOL, BYRBE & MATLAWSKI,
P.C.

BLANK ROME LLP

1223 N PROVIDENCE ROAD

ONE LOGAN SQUARE

MEDIA PA 19063

130 NORTH 18TH STREET

ksearls@mbmlawoffice.com

PHILADELPHIA PA 19103

amatlawski@mbmlawoffice.com

215-569-5793

Accepts eService

lewis@blankrome.com
ftamulonis@blankrome.com
szumbrun@blankrome.com

ATTACHMENT B
Accepts eService
Respectfully Submitted,
Caitlin Turner
Date: 04/12/2021

Print Name: Caitlin Turner_______________
Address: 1

Allison

Drive,

Broomall,

19008___________
Email:
cturner0516@gmail.com___________________________________
Phone: 267-980-0445____________

PA

ATTACHMENT C

ATTACHMENT C
Attachment to Uhlman email (7 pages):

ATTACHMENT C

ATTACHMENT C

ATTACHMENT C

ATTACHMENT C

ATTACHMENT C

ATTACHMENT C

P-2021-3024328 – PETITION OF PECO ENERGY COMPANY FOR A FINDING OF
NECESSITY PURSUANT TO 53 P.S. § 10619 THAT THE SITUATION OF TWO
BUILDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH A GAS RELIABILITY STATION IN MARPLE
TOWNSHIP, DELAWARE COUNTY IS REASONABLY NECESSARY FOR THE
CONVENIENCE AND WELFARE OF THE PUBLIC.

Revised 4/14/21
CHRISTOPHER A LEWIS ESQUIRE
FRANK L TAMULONIS ESQUIRE
STEPHEN C ZUMBRUN ESQUIRE
BLANK ROME LLP
ONE LOGAN SQUARE
130 NORTH 18TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA PA 19103
215-569-5793
lewis@blankrome.com
ftamulonis@blankrome.com

szumbrun@blankrome.com
Accepts eService

Representing PECO Energy Company
JACK R GARFINKLE ESQUIRE
PECO ENERGY COMPANY
2301 MARKET STREET
PO BOX 8699
PHILADELPHIA PA 19101-8699
215.841.6863
jack.garfinkle@exeloncorp
Accepts eService
KAITLYN T SEARLS ESQUIRE
J ADAM MATLAWSKI ESQUIRE
MCNICHOL, BYRBE & MATLAWSKI, P.C.
1223 N PROVIDENCE ROAD
MEDIA PA 19063
ksearls@mbmlawoffice.com
amatlawski@mbmlawoffice.com
Accepts eService

Representing Marple Township

THEODORE R UHLMAN
2152 Sproul Rd
BROOMALL PA 19008
484-904-5377
uhlmantr@yahoo.com
Accepts EService
HOLLY CROSS
JOHN R CROSS
322 Candlewood Rd
BROOMALL PA 19008
4847161353
crossh12@gmail.com
Accepts EService
JESSICA PAGLIARA
18 Stanfield ave
BROOMALL PA 19008
javino0524@gmail.com
Accepts EService
LYNNE GARRITY REDDING
ANDREW I REDDING
104 Allison Cir
BROOMALL PA 19008
6107166660
lynne.metzler@gmail.com
Accepts EService
SARAH KUCHAN
114 Martins Run
MEDIA PA 19063
6108831089
sarahkuchan@gmail.com

STEPHEN COLEMAN CUSTOMER
SERVICE REP
100 N Sproul Rd
BROOMALL PA 19008
7175864291
scc5153@psu.edu
Accepts EService
TRACEY WELSH
STEVEN WELSH
2162 Mary Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
2153601818
twelsh22@hotmail.com
Accepts EService
JEFFREY STRONG
8 grove lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
jeffstrong5150@gmail.com
Accepts EService
ROBERT JORDAN
2623 Springfield Road
BROOMALL PA 19008
6103573865
rcjordanjr@gmail.com
Accepts EService
MICHAEL PAGLIARA
18 Stanfield ave
BROOMALL PA 19008
610-662-8602
mikepags11@yahoo.com
Accepts EService
CAROLINA FAVAZZA
2006 Kerwood Dr
BROOMALL PA 19008
6105196412
Carolina.favazza@villanova.edu
Accepts EService

MARILIA MANCINI-STRONG
8 grove lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
6107319022
mariliamstrong@hotmail.com
Accepts EService
ASH KAILATH
2516 Parke Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
6104201208
ashokkailath@yahoo.com
Accepts EService
PETRA SVENSON
4 Hunters Run
BROOMALL PA 19008
petrasvenson@msn.com
Accepts EService
JOHN CALLAGHAN
17 TOWER RD
BROOMALL PA 19008
jdcalla1956@gmail.com
Accepts EService
MATTHEW BARRABEE
2959 Dogwood Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
2677676582
mbarrabee@gmail.com
Accepts EService
JOSEPH COLAGRECO
2202 Rutgers Drive
BROOMALL PA 19008
6103892269
Colagreco@comcast.net
Accepts EService

RICHARD GIOVANETTI
GSA
1 Arbordale Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
16105475318
richard.giovanetti@g-sa.com
Accepts EService
MARIA HENDERSON
MARIA D HENDERSON CPA
1 Madonna Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
6103599843
mdhcpa@verizon.net
Accepts EService
NORMA BLUM
2164 Sproul rd
BROOMALL PA 19008
Myspang7@comcast.net
Accepts EService
ANNA MASCIANTONIO
2739 BRIERWOOD RD
BROOMALL PA 19008-1720
6103534172
anna2739@verizon.net
Accepts EService
KAREN E SPECTOR
403 Briar Drive
BROOMALL PA 19008
6107646224
kspector@yahoo.com
Accepts EService
EILEEN GOLDHORN
196 Cranbourne Drive
BROOMALL PA 19008
mrsgoldee@comcast.net
Accepts EService

LINDA A COLLINS
523 Warren Blvd
BROOMALL PA 19008
610-220-4661
lindacollins225@gmail.com
Accepts EService
MARIA RICH
2691 Old Cedar Grove Rd
BROOMALL PA 19008
Mariarich@verizon.net
Accepts EService
ANTHONY MARZIANO JR
237 Talbot Drive
BROOMALL PA 19008
managerptp@aol.com
Accepts EService
ANNA WILLIG
640 Cedar Grove Road
BROOMALL PA 19008
610-213-1029
anna413@comcast.net
Accepts EService
BOB DORAZIO
2148 Mary Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
6103531910
bobdorazio44@gmail.com
Accepts EService
MARION H DARBY
907 Cedar Grove Road
BROOMALL PA 19008
mdarby232@gmail.com
Accepts EService
MARISSA MCGEEHAN
2102 Boxwood Drive
BROOMALL PA 19008
484-431-7246
marissa.mcgeehan@gmail.com
Accepts EService

DAVID HEAGERTY
2102 Boxwood Drive
BROOMALL PA 19008
484-467-7368
daveheagerty@hotmail.com
Accepts EService

BRIDGETT WENDEL
117 ACADEMY LANE
BROOMALL PA 19008
610-353-1450
bridgettwendel@gmail.com
Accepts EService

SALVATORE P FAVAZZA JR
2006 Kerwood Drive
BROOMALLL PA 19008
(610) 353-3314
cnsspf@yahoo.com
Accepts EService

LUISA ROBBINS
411 Langford Road
BROOMALL PA 19008
6105509017
luisa0411@hotmail.com
Accepts EService

AMY BLAKE
--NONE-22 STANFIELD AVE
BROOMALL PA 19008
6103534738
aeb817@gmail.com
Accepts EService

WILLIAM A WEGENER
22 Stanfield Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
8622225102
WWEGENER@GMAIL.COM
Accepts EService

ALYSSA PLOTNICK
2203 Graymoor Dr
BROOMALL PA 19008
dollgirl.plotnick27@gmail.com
Accepts EService
RONALD G FENDER
2506 Parke Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
captainron73@yahoo.com
Accepts EService
JILL ADAMAN
2160 Mary Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
484-574-7448
jea905@comcast.net
Accepts EService
GREGORY FAT
2201 St Paul Drive
BROOMALL PA 19008
6096107819
gregfat@gmail.com
Accepts EService

NICOLE HOWARTH
2508 Selwyn Drive
BROOMALL PA 19008
7174182296
nicolehowarth2@gmail.com
Accepts EService
NATALIE ZEMAITIS
2651 Old Cedar Grove Rd
BROOMALL PA 19008
2156681035
nattyz@hotmail.com
Accepts EService
LUCINDA SCACE
728 Cedar Grove Rd
BROOMALL PA 19008
cynsca@comcast.net
Accepts EService
WILLIAM LENAHAN
1 Stanfield Ave
BROOMALL PA 19008
7175852916
wdlenahan@gmail.com
Accepts EService

NILGUN OKUR ADMINISTRATOR
NILGUN
2163 MARY LANE
BROOMALL
BROOMALL PA 19008
6103562177
NILGUN.OKUR@GMAIL.COM
Accepts EService
TERESA DICAMPLI
121 1st Ave
BROOMALL PA 19008
tmdicampli@gmail.com
Accepts EService
CHARLES THOMAS AVEDISIAN
2150 Sproul Road
BROOMALL PA 19008
6075927915
cta2@cornell.edu
HENRY J GILLIN
2149 Mary Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
hjg844@gmail.com
Accepts EService
JULIA M BAKER
OBJECTS CONSERVATION
ASSOCIATES
2150 Sproul Rd
BROOMALL PA 19008
6107458491
jbakeroca@msn.com
Accepts EService
FELICIA CARNAROLI
252 Warren Blvd
BROOMALL PA 19008
4845744947
famoroso13@rocketmail.com
Accepts EService

SABINA AMOROSO
2150 Kingswood Road
BROOMALL PA 19008
famoroso13@rocketmail.com
Accepts EService
AMANDA ATKINSON
SELECT
709 Cedar Grove Rd
BROOMALL PA 19008
617-935-9712
amanda.atkinson@gmail.com
Accepts EService
KEVIN PICKERING
915 Cedar Grove Road
BROOMALL PA 19008
6106394818
mr.kevinpickering@gmail.com
Accepts EService
STEPHEN DIMARCO PRESIDENT
FREDDYS FROZEN CUSTARD &
STEAKBURGERS
2084 Sproul Road
BROOMALL PA 19008
6105477040
sdimarco@pennoaksgolfclub.com
Accepts EService
CHRISTOS FELFELIS
KYRIAKI KARAMITOPOULOS FELFELIS
KYRA DESIGNS
2211 Glenspring Lane
BROOMALL PA 19008
6107332921
christosfelfelis@gmail.com
Accepts EService
MARY KARAMITOPOULOS
802 Saint Francis Drive
BROOMALL PA 19008
6106566069
kyriamaryk@gmail.com
Accepts EService

KOSMAS YIANTSOS
YIANTSOS RESIDENCE
2228 Windsor Circle
BROOMALL PA 19008
215-588-0630
kyiantsos@hotmail.com
Accepts EService
ROBERT W SCOTT ATTORNEY
CARL EWALD
ROBERT W SCOTT PC
205 North Monroe Street
MEDIA PA 19063
6108910108
rscott@robertwscottpc.com
carlewald@gmail.com
Accepts EService

